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Abstract 
The detailed instantaneous information and evolution of flow field in aircraft cabin were crucial for determining the spread of 
contaminants or viruses and creating a comfortable environment. In this paper, a refined large-eddy simulation (LES) was 
conducted to investigate the complex airflow characteristics in a single row B737-200 aircraft cabin model. The simulated result 
showed that the flow field was highly unstable. By the structural stability analysis of flow field, there were saddle points and 
heteroclinic orbits in cross sections of cabin model. According to the Peixoto theorem, the flow field was not a structurally stable 
system. Sufficiently small perturbations could alter the topological character of the set of trajectories and cause various 
unstability or bifurcation of flow field. The refined LES could effectively simulate the intrinsic unstable properties of flow field 
in aircraft cabin model. These information could be used to modify RANS turbulence models for simulation of disease 
transmission and thermal comfort. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of ISHVACCOBEE 2015. 
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1. Introduction 
More and more people were travelling by air recently as a result of popularity of airline transportation and 
growing mobility of people. The travelling thermal comfort and air quality in aircraft cabin, especially the air safety 
had been focus of many passengers and crews. Researches showed that various air contaminants or infectious 
diseases could exist and spread in cabin [1, 2, 3]. By adjusting air distribution, an ingenious design of environmental 
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control system used in cabin could properly restrict the transport of various airborne pathogens, reduce the outbreaks 
of different diseases effectively and improve the travelling comfort [4, 5]. Not only the mean air distribution, but 
also the evolution of instantaneous flow field in cabin were very important and fundamental for the design of an 
environmental control system. 
Experimental measurement and numerical simulation were mainly available methods for the study and design of 
environmental control system in cabin [6]. In a realistic cabin, the jets from slots and buoyancy plumes form heated 
manikins dominated the flow fields. Different regions exhibited different flow features [7]. The combination of 
various flow mechanisms and complex flow characteristics in cabin made experimental researches extremely 
expensive, time consuming and difficult. So obtained reliable experimental results were mainly used to validate 
numerical simulations [8-12].  
As rapid growth in computer capacity, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was becoming a practical approach 
to investigate the detailed information in cabin [9, 10, 13]. For Reynolds average Navier-Stokes (RANS) turbulence 
models, some of simulated results could provide acceptable time-averaged air distribution [7, 14, 15]. However, in 
experiments, Liu et al. [11] and Cao et al. [12] also found that the flow fields were unsteady or even unstable. The 
time-averaged flow field exhibited obviously asymmetry even geometry and boundary conditions were set as 
symmetric as possible. The investigation and analysis of instantaneous information and evolution of flow field in 
cabin were not enough. 
Because the physical dimensions of actual aircraft cabin was large and whole range of spatial and temporal scales 
of turbulence needed to resolve, the application of direct numerical simulation (DNS) was still unpractical with 
currently available computing resources [16]. The LES solved filtered Navier-Stokes equations for large-scale flow 
parameters and modeled the sub-grid-scale (SGS) parameters. As larger size requirement for cells and less 
calculation amount than DNS, LES was considered to be a more universal simulation method to obtain detailed and 
accurate information than other turbulence models. It had been widely used to simulate flow field in cabin or closed 
environment [10-18].  
Lin et al. [9] conducted a LES and found that the LES was a better means than RANS simulation to characterize 
the turbulence intensity of flow field. What's more, Lin et al. observed swing motions across symmetric plane and 
pointed out that the overall flow pattern was not symmetrical with respect to the cabin cross section even though the 
geometry and boundary conditions were symmetrical. Though Lin et al. proposed that the asymmetrical flow pattern 
was the result of inherent unsteadiness by transient RANS simulation, their computing time period of only about 15 
seconds was not enough and the mechanization analysis of this asymmetrical flow fields were also not conducted. 
Lin et al. [10] revealed the unsteady characteristic of airflow quantitatively by comparing the temporal variation 
of velocity components obtained by LES and experiment. Due to the limitation of available computational resource, 
a one-half of twin-aisle model without chair and heated manikin was used for their LES. The plumes produced by 
heated manikins were one of most important perturbations for the study of unsteady characteristic of flow field in 
cabin. This simplification might have great influence on topological character of flow field. 
Deep comprehension and mechanization analysis of the evolution of instantaneous flow field in cabin was crucial 
for determining the transport of contaminants or viruses and creating a healthy and comfortable cabin environment. 
The hurdle in predicting the airborne pathogen diffusion and comfort of cabin environment lay in not only the 
simulating or measuring the time-averaged flow fields accurately, but also analyzing the evolution of the 
instantaneous flow field properly that existed in cabin. Though the unsteady or unstable phenomena of the flow 
fields in various cabins were reported and confirmed both in experiments and numerical simulations by many 
researchers [9-12], analysis of these flow fields were not enough. In this paper, a refined LES was used to investigate 
flow field. Structural stability analysis was conducted and the Peixoto theorem was used to explain the intrinsic 
unstable properties of this flow field. 
2. Methods 
The B737-200 cabin was chosen as the representative airplane cabin model for our LES. Because chairs and 
manikins were important features of realistic cabin, the geometrical cabin model, including the inlets, outlets, chairs 
and detailed profile of the manikins were modeled. The layout of cabin model was shown in Fig. 1. The inlets were 
mounted at luggage compartment level, supplying fresh air with constant temperature 292.15K. Air was exhausted 
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from the outlets on both side walls at floor level. Considering our available computer resource, the fourth row of 
B737-200 cabin model was modeled and periodic boundary condition was adopted along longitudinal direction to 
represent cabin with infinite rows of seats. The maximum size of the CFD domain was 3.53mh2.15mh5.54m.  
The geometric shape of manikins were obtained by laser scanning technique. Because it was so complex and 
rough, specialized commercial software, CATIA V5R20, was used to improve and smooth the cabin model. For 
example, gaps between manikins and chairs were filled up. Small curve surfaces of manikins were combined and 
smoothed. In order to mesh the area around manikins and chairs more easily and preserve geometric fidelity of 
manikins, the contact surfaces between chairs and manikins were removed. The superficial area of each manikin 
model used for numerical simulation was 1.195m2. Moreover, the inlets of cabin were also simplified properly. In 
realistic B737-200 cabin, there were 766 linear slots, divided into 7 inlets, mounted at one of the two sides of cabin. 
Each slot was 50mmh3.5mm. The large difference in scale between slot and room size, ranging in magnitude from 
millimeter to meter, increased great difficulties to mesh the cabin. Considering the main objective of this paper was 
to investigate the satiability of flow field, hundreds of slots in one inlet were simplified as one large rectangle inlet 
with size of 50mmh787.5mm. The incoming airflow was set as a velocity components magnitude of Vx=1.45m/s, 
Vy=0.42m/s and Vz=0 m/s. 
 
          
Fig. 1. Layout of B737-200 cabin model. Typical surface 1 (TS1) and typical surface 2 (TS2) were fourth 
cross sections of manikins' legs and manikins' bodies, respectively. 
     
Fig. 2. Distribution of cells around the area manikins and chairs for LES simulation. 
The ANSYS ICEM 14.0 was used to generate the unstructured tetrahedron cells. Because the plumes produced by 
heated manikins were important source of stochastic perturbations in cabin, 19 layers of extruded triangular prisms 
were created at surfaces of all manikins with an initial height of 0.2mm and a growth rate of 1.13 between adjacent 
layers. The maximum and minimum cell sizes were 20mm and 0.2mm, respectively. For our single row cabin model, 
the inlet Reynolds number (Rei) was 5067. Assume turbulent flow in cabin was isotropic, the energy containing 
scale, 3/2 /N H , was larger than 20mm except for the wall boundary layers. To do LES for this case, the refined mesh of 
LES with maximum cell size 20mm resolved almost all the turbulent energy in all directions. This initial height of 
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prism, 0.2mm, made first cell near the wall satisfy y+ < 1. The detailed distribution of the refined cells was showed 
in Fig. 2. In our study, the refined cells with total number 25 million was built for the refined LES. The cells was 
absolutely symmetric with the symmetric plane to remove the influence of asymmetric geometry and grid on the 
flow field. 
The CFD program ANSYS FLUENT 14.0 was used to simulate the flow field cabin model. The unsteady-state 
governing equations were solved. Fixed temperature distributions of the heated manikins (Fig. 2) were set as: heads, 
301.80K; chests, 304.28K; abdomens, 306.22K; thighs, 307.24K; legs, 305.20K. The outlets was set as outflow. The 
other surfaces of cabin and chairs were set as wall, with no heat Flux and no slip shear condition. Gravity was 
activated and the Boussinesq approximation with air density assumed to be constant was adopted to simulate the 
buoyancy effect. The time step was set as 0.01s, smaller than Kolmogorov time scale, 0.04. When the sum of the 
normalized residuals for all the cells were less than 10-6 for energy and 10-3 for all other variables the solution were 
considered to be converged. The max number of iterations for each time step was set as 50 for all the numerical 
simulations. The case was computed in a two-node Windows cluster. Each node of the cluster had sixteen processors 
(2.9 GHz Intel 64) and 64 GB of memory. 
Wang and Chen [18] had evaluated eight turbulence models and three LES SGS models including the LES-Wall-
Adapting Local Eddy-Viscosity (LES-WALE) SGS Model [19]. Their research showed that the three LES models 
had very similar performance and the LES models were the best among the eight turbulence models. 
In this study, the performances of four different LES SGS models were evaluated by the experimental data of 
Betts and Bokhari [20]. The mean velocity and root mean square (rms) velocity across the cavity at heights, 0.1h, 
0.5h and 0.9h, were shown in Fig. 3. It showed that though none of the models perfectly predicted the air velocity 
profiles, but the LES-WALE SGS model was more accurate than others. Because the LES-WALE SGS model had 
the best overall performance among the four models, it was selected to simulate the flow field in cabin model. The 
simulated flow field with RNG k-ε model was very symmetric and stable. It was used as an initial solution for the 
simulation of LES-WALE. Thus, little asymmetric perturbations and unstability of flow field was imported. The 
influence of initial conditions on LES final simulated results was considered vanished after transient simulation of 
100 seconds with a larger time step, 0.1 second. Then simulation with another 80 seconds with time step 0.01 
second was carried out and the evolution of the instantaneous flow field was obtained. 
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Fig. 3.  Traverses of vertical mean velocity and rms velocity across cavity at heights: 0.1 h, 0.5h and 0.9 h were compared with the experimental 
results [20] 
3. Results 
Fig. 4 showed the simulated instantaneous flow fields in TP1 and TP2 obtained from the LES-WALE in B737-
200 cabin model. Though the geometry, grids and boundary conditions were fixed and symmetrical, the flow field 
was obviously unsteady and unstable. Especially around aisle regional, swing motions were apparently observed in 
TP1 and TP2.  
The temporal variation of velocity components at points A and B (Fig. 4) were showed in Fig. 5. It could be 
found that the velocity components, especially in x direction, were fluctuating and presenting temporally occasional 
reversal. That was to say, the swing motion of flow field and the lateral air movements across the symmetric plane 
typically existed in cabin model. In Fig. 6, the temporal variation of velocities at points P1, P2 and P3 (Fig. 4) were 




Fig. 4.  The evolution of instantaneous flow field with LES-WALE model in TP1 and TP2. 
   
Fig. 5. Temporal variation of instantaneous velocity components in points A and B of LES. 
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b3 b2 b1 B 
A 
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4. Discussions 
In this paper, the simulation with refined LES-WALE was conducted to investigate complex airflow 
characteristics in a generic cabin model. As shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, it could conclude that the 
instantaneous flow field in cabin model was highly unstable. Even though the geometry, grid and boundary 
conditions were fixed and symmetrical, strong swing motions were typically existed in cabin model, especially 
around aisle regional. The evolution of instantaneous flow field revealed the inherent unsteadiness and unstability 
that characterized this type of flow regime and geometry. The question was that when the geometry and boundary 
conditions were fixed and symmetrical in cabin model, why the flow field was not stable? 
In order to answer this question, the structural stability analysis was conducted. A structurally stable system was 
that system for which a small perturbation of the vector field did not alter the topological character of set of 
trajectories [21]. And DeBaggis [22] made the conditions less restrictive and easier to handle. Peixoto [23,24] 
extended the concept of structural stability and stated the characterization theorem of structural stability on the two 
dimensional manifolds. The structural stability analysis had been used in many fields, such as aerodynamics [25]. 
The X was said to be structurally stable when a small change in X, did not change topologically the set of 
trajectories of X. In order that the vector field X be structurally stable on M2 it was necessary and sufficient that the 
following conditions be satisfied: (1) there was only a finite number of singularities, all generic. (2) The¢and¹-
limit sets of every trajectory can only be singularities or closed orbits. (3) No trajectory connected saddle points. (4) 





Fig. 6. Temporal variation of velocity components in the points P1, P2 and P3. 
As shown in Fig. 7, the streamlines around aisle regional were plotted in TS1 and TS2 based on the stable flow 
field obtained with RNG k-ε model. One saddle point (SP) and two half saddle points (HSPs) were confirmed in 
each TS. As shown in Fig. 7a, two heteroclinic orbits were existed in each TS. According to the Peixoto theorem, 
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when there was trajectory connecting saddle points in a two dimensional flow field, the flow field was not a 
structurally stable system. Then a sufficiently small perturbation, such as plumes of heated manikins, could destroy 
heteroclinic orbits and cause various complex unstability or bifurcation. As shown in Fig. 7b, the unstable flow field 
developed into another new state. If the new state also did not satisfy Peixoto theorem, then the new state would 
developed into another new-new state, and so on. Until the flow field was a structurally stable system that small 
perturbations of the flow field did not alter the topological character of the set of trajectories. 
This concluded that the flow field in B737-200 cabin model was not a structurally stable system. As the small 
perturbations were inevitable in the experiments and numerical simulations, the swing motions, especially around 
aisle regional, were always existed in cabin. The LES could effectively simulate the intrinsic unstable properties of 
flow field.  
 
    
 
Fig. 7. (a)There were one saddle point (SP) and two half saddle points (HSPs) in each TS. (b)The unstability of flow field with small 
perturbations. 
As shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the swing motion and lateral air movement across the symmetric plane 
would probably increase the transportation of contaminants or viruses greatly in cabin and have great influences on 
thermal comfort of some of passengers. When the flow field was in different states, such as Fig. 4a1 and Fig. 4a3, 
the spread trajectories of contaminants or viruses and the thermal comfort distribution in cabin were probably 
drastically different. The effect of the evolution of unstable flow field in cabin on disease transmission and thermal 
comfort were required for further investigation. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, the detailed instantaneous information and evolution of flow field in B732-7-200 cabin model were 
investigated with refined LES-WALE model. The simulated results showed that the flow field in cabin was highly 
unstable and swing motions always existed, especially around aisle regional. Structural stability analysis was 
conducted. There were saddle points and heteroclinic orbits in cross sections of cabin. According to the analysis of 
Peixoto theorem, the flow field in B737-200 cabin model was not a structurally stable system. Sufficiently small 
perturbation could destroy heteroclinic orbits and cause unstability or bifurcation. The refined LES could effectively 
simulate the intrinsic unstable property of flow field in cabin. The detailed instantaneous information, especially the 
evolution of flow fields in cabin, were crucial for determining the spread of contaminants or viruses and creating a 
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comfortable environment. The LES data obtained in this study provided the essential airflow information to modify 
other RANS turbulence models for extensive application on industries. 
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